Consider the standard two-party communication model. This paper, follows up [DFHL18], studies the dependency of information complexity on error allowed to compute a function. Two of our main results on prior-free information complexity are:
they communicate to determine whether their subsets are disjoint. This function is one of the most important functions in communication complexity and has applications in other areas, as a result it has been studied extensively in the past decades (see the surveys [CP10, She14] and the references therein).
While R ǫ (DISJ n ) = Θ ǫ (n) has long been known, the constant hidden in Θ ǫ (·) was out of reach for decades. One of the most spectacular applications of information complexity, due to Braverman et al. [BGPW13] , is determining this constant. Specifically, they show R ǫ (DISJ n ) = C · n + O ǫ (n) where C ≈ 0.4827 is a constant computed by studying the information complexity of computing two-bit AND function without error. The next natural question would be to determine the dependency on ǫ. By a careful study of the information complexity of computing AND with small error ǫ, Dagan et al. [DFHL18] showed that the dependency on ǫ is of order h(ǫ) where h(·) is the binary entropy function. Specifically, it is shown that for sufficiently large n and small ǫ, R ǫ (DISJ n ) = (C − Θ(h(ǫ))) · n where the constant in Θ(h(ǫ)) is an absolute constant independent of n and ǫ. Other than information complexity method, no other technique is currently known to be able to achieve such exact determination of randomized communication complexity with error.
Similar as in communication complexity, by allowing error in computing a function one also reduces information cost. In fact, besides studying the information complexity of AND function, Dagan et al. [DFHL18] initiates a systematic study on the dependency of information cost on the error allowed in computing arbitrary functions. While the focus of [DFHL18] is on small error that is close to zero, and on so-called internal information complexity, the present paper mainly studies the case when the error is close to 1/2, as well as the so-called external information complexity.
Specifically, we study upper and lower bounds on how much information must be revealed in order to compute a function with error 1/2 − ǫ when ǫ > 0 is small. A similar previous study is [BM13] , where only DISJ n and AND functions are studied. In particular, [BM13] shows that one must reveal Ω(ǫ · n) information cost to compute DISJ n with error 1/2 − ǫ, and the result is further applied to deduce new results on extended formulations of linear programming. In fact, examples from [BM13] show that our bounds are tight. We also show that some bounds proved for the so-called internal information complexity in [DFHL18] , when the error allowed is close to zero, also hold for the so-called external information complexity.
Preliminaries
We assume basic familiarity with common information theoretical notions such as Shannon entropy, mutual information, and divergence, all of which can be found in the standard book [CT06] . We formally but briefly define notion of communication and information complexity in Section 1.1.2. More discussion on communication complexity, information complexity, and their applications can be found, e.g., in [KN97] , [Bra15] and the survey [Bra14] .
Notation and basic facts
We typically denote the random variables by capital letters (e.g A, B, C, Π). For the sake of brevity, we shall write A 1 . . . A n to denote the random variable (A 1 , . . . , A n ) and not the product of the A i 's. We use suppµ to denote the support of a distribution µ.
For every ǫ ∈ [0, 1], h(ǫ) = −ǫ log ǫ − (1 − ǫ) log(1 − ǫ) denotes the binary entropy, where here and throughout the paper log(·) is in base 2, and 0 log 0 = 0. We use H(X) to denote the Shannon entropy of a random variable X, we use I(X; Y ) to denote the mutual information between random variables X and Y , and I(X; Y |Z) to denote the mutual information of X and Y conditioned on another random variable Z. Given two distributions µ, ν that are distributed on the same space, the KullbackLeibler divergence from ν to µ is defined as D(µ ν) = E x∼µ log µ(x) ν(x) . We will simply use divergence for short.
A basic fact is that I(X; Y ) = D(p(xy) p(x)p(y)), where p(xy) is the joint distribution of XY , and p(x), p(y) are the marginal distributions of X and Y , respectively. Another useful tool is the Pinsker's inequality: D(µ ν) ≥ 1 2 ln 2 µ − ν 2 1 , where · 1 denotes the L 1 norm.
Communication complexity and information complexity
The notion of two-party communication complexity was introduced by Yao [Yao79] in 1979. In this model there are two players (with unlimited computational power), often called Alice and Bob, who wish to collaboratively perform a task such as computing a given function f : X × Y → Z. Alice receives an input x ∈ X and Bob receives y ∈ Y. Neither of them knows the other player's input, and they wish to communicate in accordance with an agreed-upon protocol π to compute f (x, y). The protocol π specifies as a function of (only) the transmitted bits whether the communication is over, and if not, who sends the next bit. Furthermore π specifies what the next bit must be as a function of the transmitted bits, and the input of the player who sends the bit. We will assume that when the protocol terminates Alice and Bob agree on a value as the output of the protocol. We denote this value by π(x, y). The communication cost of π is the total number of bits transmitted on the worst case input. The transcript of an execution of π is a string Π consisting of a list of all the transmitted bits during the execution of the protocol. As protocols are defined using protocol trees, transcripts are in one-to-one correspondence with the leaves of this tree.
In the randomized communication model, the players might have access to a shared random string (public randomness), and their own private random strings (private randomness). These random strings are independent, but they can have any desired distributions individually. In the randomized model the transcript also includes the public random string in addition to the transmitted bits. We use R ǫ (f ) to denote the randomized communication complexity with error ǫ, that is the minimal communication cost of any randomized protocol that compute the function f with error not greater than ǫ for every input.
We now turn to define information complexity. The setting is the same. To be able to measure information, we also need to assume that there is a prior distribution µ on X × Y. A natural way to define the information cost of a protocol is to consider the amount of information that is revealed about the inputs XY to an external observer who sees the transcript. This is called the external information cost. It turns out one can also define the so-called internal information cost, which measures the amount of information revealed by the transcript to the players Alice and Bob. Definition 1. The internal information cost and the external information cost of a protocol π with respect to a distribution µ on inputs from X × Y are defined as
and IC ext µ (π) = I(Π; XY ), respectively, where Π = Π XY is the transcript of the protocol when it is executed on XY .
We will be interested in certain communication tasks. Let [f, ǫ] denote the task of computing the value of f (x, y) correctly with probability at least 1 − ǫ for every (x, y). Thus a protocol π performs this task if
Similarly, we say a protocol π performs the task [f, 1/2
Given another distribution ν on X × Y, let [f, ν, ǫ] denote the task of computing the value of f (x, y) correctly with probability at least 1 − ǫ if the input (x, y) is sampled from the distribution ν. A protocol π performs this task if
Note that a protocol π performs [f, 0] if it computes f correctly on every input while performing [f, ν, 0] means computing f correctly on the inputs that belong to support of ν.
The information complexity of a communication task T with respect to a measure µ is defined as
It is essential here that we use infimum rather than minimum as there are tasks for which there is no protocol that achieves IC µ (T ) while there is a sequence of protocols whose information cost converges to IC µ (T ). The external information complexity of a communication task T is defined similarly. We will abbreviate
In practice, one often chooses ν = µ, and we call IC µ (f, µ, ǫ) as the distributional information complexity. It is important to note that when µ does not have full support, IC µ (f, µ, 0) can be strictly smaller than IC µ (f, 0). Lastly, the prior-free information complexity of a task T is the maximization of the information complexity over all possible distributions: IC(T ) = max µ IC µ (T ), and similarly IC ext (T ) = max µ IC ext µ (T ). In particular, given a two-party function f and an error parameter ǫ, we have the non-distributional prior-free information complexity
And the distributional prior-free information complexity,
The external versions are similarly defined. We also define IC
where P denotes the set of product distributions. Finally we remark that information complexity is always a lower bound for the corresponding communication complexity.
Main Results
Since information complexity is ultimately defined via the Shannon entropy function, it seems reasonable to expect that the behaviour of information complexity might be similar to the entropy function. Indeed, the studies in [DFHL18] and the present paper show that such intuition can be correct in many cases, but there are also cases when this intuition does not apply.
Consider firstly the case when the error is close to 1/2, say the error is 1/2 − ǫ for small ǫ > 0.
when ǫ > 0 is sufficiently small. One of our main results shows a similar behaviour of both internal and external information complexity. Note that since IC(f, 1/2) = 0, the difference IC(f, 1/2 − ǫ) − IC(f, 1/2) is simply IC(f, 1/2 − ǫ). Similarly for the external case.
Theorem 1. For every non-constant f : X × Y → Z, and 0 < ǫ < 1/2,
where the constants in Ω(·) and O(·) only depend on the size of |X | and |Y|.
Explicit constants in Ω(·) and O(·) can be found in Section 3.3. Furthermore, these two bounds are both tight via examples from [BM13] . In particular, the lower bound is tight for two-bit AND function, and the upper bound is tight for DISJ n function.
Corollary 1. Let AND : {0, 1} × {0, 1} → {0, 1} be the two-bit AND function, then for sufficiently small ǫ > 0,
In [DFHL18] , it is shown that IC(AND, 0) − IC(AND, ǫ) = Θ(h(ǫ)) when ǫ > 0 is sufficiently small. This together with Corollary 1 shows that the behaviour of IC(AND, δ) is roughly determined to order by the behaviour of the binary entropy function h(δ) when δ is close either to 0 or to 1/2. Theorem 1 is proved by studying the behaviour of IC µ (f, 1/2− ǫ) with respect to ǫ, in particular it is shown that it has lower bound Ω(ǫ 2 ) whenever IC µ (f, 0) > 0, except for a special case that we have not been able to show. In sharp contrast, we demonstrate that the distributional information complexity IC µ (f, µ, 1/2 − ǫ) does not generally adopt the Ω(ǫ 2 ) lower bound. In fact, there exists distributions µ such that
We next study the small error case. Since
the external information complexity behaves differently as already pointed out in [DFHL18] .
Furthermore, there exists a constant ǫ 1 > 0 and a constant c f > 0, both depend only on f , such that for any 0 < ǫ ≤ ǫ 1 ,
The proof of upper bound is a direct adaptation of the argument as in [DFHL18] . For the lower bound when the input distribution is a product distribution, by exploring the product distribution structure we provide a simpler proof, comparing to the proof of lower bound in [DFHL18, Theorem 3.2], with explicit lower bound in Section 4.2.
Preparatory results
We collect all the preparatory results in this section. Firstly we discuss some simple inequalities. Define a function h(x) := h(min(x, 1/2)). It can be defined for any x ≥ 0, but we mainly use it for x ∈ [0, 1] in Section 4.1.
Lemma 1. The function h(x) satisfies: h(x) ≥ max{h(x), x} for all x ∈ [0, 1], and h is subadditive, i.e., h(
Proof. The first claim is obvious. Now to show additivity. As h is concave, h is also concave as it is piecewise differentiable with non increasing derivative. Additionally,
h(x 1 + x 2 ) for i = 1, 2. Summing these two gives the result.
The following elementary inequality will be useful in Section 3.2.
Lemma 2. If m, n, r, s ≥ 0 and mn = rs, then |m − r| + |m − s| ≥ m − n.
Proof. Obviously we may assume m > n. By symmetry we assume r ≥ s. Then m 2 > mn = rs ≥ s 2 implies m > s. Either m ≥ r or m < r. In the first case, the inequality is equivalent to
When m, s is given, the LHS is decreasing in r because 1 − s/m > 0, hence it minimizes at r = m with minimal value 0. The other case can be proved similarly.
Secondly, we prove a lemma concerning divergence that will be useful in Section 4.2. By definition of divergence, D(µ ν) < ∞ only if suppµ ⊆ suppν. In another words, D(µ ν) and D(ν µ) are both finite only if suppµ = suppν.
Lemma 3. Let ǫ ≥ 0, and suppose D(µ ν) < ∞ (i.e., suppµ ⊆ suppν). Then we have
Proof. As supp((1 − ǫ)µ + ǫν) = suppµ ∪ suppν = suppν, we have D((1 − ǫ)µ + ǫν ν) < ∞. By convexity of x log x, we have
Our proof of lower bounds for Theorem 1 in Section 3 generally rely on the understanding of distributions µ such that IC µ (f, 0) = 0 (such distributions are called internal trivial measures in [DFHL18] ) or IC µ (f, µ, 0) = 0, we first establish characterizations of such distributions in Section 2.1. We also show an independent general lower bound for the internal information cost of any protocol in Section 2.2, this helps simplify proof of our main theorems, and might be applicable to other problems.
Characterization of trivial measures
Definition 2. Let G be the graph whose vertex set is X × Y, and two vertices are connected if they agree on one of their coordinates. That is, (x, y), (x, y ′ ) are connected for every x ∈ X and y = y ′ ∈ Y, and (x, y), (x ′ , y) are connected for every x = x ′ ∈ X and y ∈ Y. In short, G is the Cartesian product of the complete graphs K X and K Y . Let G µ be the subgraph of G induced by the support of µ. For every connected component C of G µ , define C A = {x ∈ X : xy ∈ C for some y ∈ Y}, C B = {y ∈ Y : xy ∈ C for some x ∈ X }.
We will need the following result from [DFHL18] that characterizes µ such that IC µ (f, 0) = 0.
Lemma 4 ([DFHL18], Theorem 3.17 and Lemma 3.19). Let f : X ×Y → Z be an arbitrary function, and µ a distribution on X × Y. Then IC µ (f, 0) = 0 iff for every connected component C of G µ , the function f is constant on C A × C B .
The following characterizes distribution µ such that IC µ (f, µ, 0) = 0.
Lemma 5. Let f : X × Y → Z be an arbitrary function, and µ a distribution on X × Y. For every z ∈ Z, define X z := {x ∈ X : ∃ y s.t. µ(xy) > 0 and f (xy) = z}, define Y z similarly. Then IC µ (f, µ, 0) = 0 iff {X z } z∈Z is a partition of X , and {Y z } z∈Z is a partition of Y.
Proof. ⇐=: Consider the protocol that Alice outputs z where x ∈ X z and terminates. For every (xy) ∈ suppµ such that f (xy) = z, Under the condition that (xy) ∈ suppµ, the fact that {X z } z∈Z and {Y z } z∈Z are partitions implies that whenever x ∈ X z it must hold that y ∈ Y z , and vice versa. Hence the protocol computes [f, µ, 0], and has zero information cost.
=⇒: For the sake of contradiction suppose the conclusion does not hold. Without loss of generality, assume {X z } z∈Z is not a partition of X , i.e., there exists z 1 = z 2 such that f (xy 1 ) = z 1 = z 2 = f (xy 2 ) for some x ∈ X z 1 ∩ X z 2 , and (xy 1 ), (xy 2 ) ∈ suppµ. Any protocol computes [f, µ, 0] must output z 1 for xy 1 and z 2 for xy 2 . Hence I(Π; Y |X = x) > 0, contradicting IC µ (f, µ, 0) = 0.
A general lower bound for information cost of any protocol
Now we show a general explicit lower bound of information cost of any protocol. This might be of independent interest and could be applicable to other problems.
Lemma 6. Let µ be a probability distribution on X × Y. Let π be a communication protocol with input space X × Y, and Π denote the random transcript of π. For a ∈ X × Y, let p a denote the probabilistic distribution of transcripts when the input is a, that is, p a (t) := Pr[Π = t|XY = a].
Then, for any two points a, b in the same connected component of G µ (see Definition 2),
where µ(x) is the marginal of µ on x. Hence a row x where µ(x) = 0 has no contribution to the information cost. The same applies to y. Hence, without of generality, we assume µ(x), µ(y) > 0 holds for all x ∈ X and y ∈ Y.
Given a transcript t, an input (x, y) ∈ X ×Y, let p(t, y|x) := Pr[Π = t, Y = y|X = x], and define p(t|x), p(y|x) similarly. Note that p(y|x) = µ(y|X = x). We also use the notation p(xy) to mean µ(xy) when it is more convenient. One has,
Hence,
where we used (1) in the last equality. Obviously, a counterpart lower bound holds for I(Π; X|Y ).
Now let C be a connected component of G µ as in Definition 2, and a, b ∈ C. If a = b, then the lower bound we claimed is simply 0, hence there is nothing to prove. Assume a = b.
We first show a simple case when a, b are neighbors in C, i.e., they are in the same row or column. Without loss of generality assume they are in the same row: a = x 0 y 0 , b = x 0 y 1 . Then
as desired.
In general, a and b are connected by a path in C with length k ≤ |X | + |Y|. In this case we can apply a telescoping argument. Indeed, let a = a 0 , b = a k , and they are connected successively by a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k−1 . Apply the lower bound (3) to all the neighbor points in the path connecting a and b, by (2), we get
where the second inequality is by Cauchy-Schwarz, and the last one by triangle inequality of L 1 norm.
3 The information complexity with unbounded error
Given a boolean-valued function f , if we allow the error to be 1/2, then obviously for every µ we have IC µ (f, 1/2) = 0, as one can simply output 0 or 1 with equal probability regardless of what the input is. In this section we study how much information cost is required in order to compute a function with error ≤ 1/2 − ǫ for small ǫ > 0. We will show tight upper bound of order O(ǫ) and lower bound of order Ω(ǫ 2 ).
The upper bound
Theorem 3. For every f : X × Y → Z, µ and 0 < ǫ < 1/2, we have
Proof. Consider a protocol π that with probability 1 − 2ǫ Alice and Bob simply output an unbiased bit, and with probability 2ǫ Alice sends her input to Bob and Bob computes f (x, y) and outputs accordingly. Obviously the error of this protocol is at most Obviously, the same upper bound holds for IC µ (f, 1/2 − ǫ), and the distributional counterparts IC ext µ (f, µ, 1/2 − ǫ) and IC µ (f, µ, 1/2 − ǫ).
The lower bound

The non-distributional information complexity
In this section we study the lower bound for IC µ (f, 1/2 − ǫ). To state our theorem we introduce a terminology. Given a function f : X × Y → Z and a distribution µ on X × Y, let C be a connected component of G µ . We say C contains an AND block if its corresponding rectangle C A ×C B contains the pattern z 0 z 0 z 0 z 1 , such that the entries with value z 0 all lie in C ⊆ suppµ, but the entry with value z 1 lies in (C A × C B )\C, i.e., not in suppµ.
Theorem 4. For every f : X ×Y → Z, assume µ satisfies IC µ (f, 0) > 0, and 0 < ǫ < 1/2. Assume further that either there is a connected component C of G µ such that f is not a constant on C, or C contains an AND block, then
Proof. With the lower bound from Lemma 6, our task now is only to find a Ω(ǫ) lower bound for the L 1 distance between the distribution p a and p b for two points a, b in some connected component of G µ . Given any protocol π that solves [f, 1/2 − ǫ], let Π denote the random transcript of π. The assumption IC µ (f, 0) > 0 implies the existence of a connected component C of G µ such that f is not constant on C A × C B . Note that C ⊆ suppµ, and C A × C B is the corresponding rectangle given by C.
Case 1: f is not constant on C. Hence there exists a, b ∈ C such that, without loss of generality we may assume, f (a) = 0, f (b) = 1. Let T be the set of transcripts that output 0. Since
Case 2: AND case: f is constant on C but not on C A × C B , and there is an AND block in By Lemma 2, we have
where T is also the set of transcripts that output 0. Hence either p a − p b or p a − p c has lower bound ǫ.
The distributional information complexity
Next we study IC µ (f, µ, 1/2 − ǫ). It turns out no general lower bound exists. 
The prior-free information complexity
Theorem 1 (restated). For every non-constant f : X × Y → Z, and 0 < ǫ < 1/2,
Proof. By definition IC(f, 1/2 − ǫ) ≥ IC ν (f, 1/2 − ǫ), where ν is the uniform distribution. Note that uniform distribution satisfies the condition of Theorem 4, then a simple calculation gives the lower bound.
Tight examples
Two examples in [BM13] show that the bounds in Theorem 3 and 4 are tight.
Proposition 2 ([BM13]).
The following hold,
(1) For sufficiently small ǫ > 0, for every distribution µ, IC ext µ (AND, 1/2 − ǫ) = O(ǫ 2 ).
(2) For n = 3k, there exists a distribution µ on the input space {0, 1} n × {0, 1} n , such that for sufficiently small ǫ > 0, IC µ (DISJ n , 1/2 − ǫ) = Ω(ǫn) = Ω n (ǫ).
Remark. For n = 3k, the distribution µ for the DISJ n in Proposition 2 can be constructed as follows: let µ 0 be the uniform distribution on the following six pairs: (100, 010), (100, 001), (010, 100), (010, 001), (001, 100), (001, 010). Then µ is the product distribution µ = µ 0 × µ 0 × · · · µ 0 (k-times).
In [BM13] , the analysis for the example of DISJ n is non-trivial and is a major result. In contrast, the protocol for AND is relatively simple. However, there is no explicit computational result for the external information cost of the protocol for AND function in [BM13] , except mentioning "a simple calculation shows that it reveals O(ǫ 2 ) bits of information to an observer". Besides, the internal information cost is not discussed in [BM13] . A priori, it is unclear whether IC(AND, 1 2 − ǫ) is strictly less than the order ǫ 2 .
To our needs, below we give computational results for AND. Note that the computational results (6) and (7) in the following sections, together with Theorem 4 immediately proves Corollary 1.
The protocol π for [AND, 1/2 − ǫ]
Consider the protocol π in Figure 1 for AND, as proposed in [BM13] . Firstly we analyze the probability of error of the protocol π. Denote Π as the random protocol. One has, On input XY :
• With probability 2ǫ simply output 0;
• With probability 1 − 2ǫ, run the following:
-Alice sends to Bob X which is a random copy of X defined as X = X with probability 1/2 + 4ǫ, and X = 1 − X otherwise; When the protocol simply outputs 0 with probability 2ǫ, there is no information revealed about XY . For the subprotocol that is running with probability 1 − 2ǫ, observe that it can be represented by Π = abc where a = X, b = Y , and c denotes the final output. Let µ = α β γ δ be the input distribution.
The external information cost of π
Recall IC ext µ (Π) = H(Π) − H(Π|XY ), we will compute the distribution of Π, and the conditional distribution Π|XY = xy.
Let µ denote the distribution of ab = X Y when XY is distributed according to µ. For notation simplicity, denote
Using (4), the distribution µ is computed from µ as follows,
The distribution of Π can be derived from µ as in Table 1 . The conditional distribution Π|XY = xy, according to the protocol, is computed in Table 2 . We are ready to compute the external information cost. By Wolfram Mathematica, Assume the input distribution is µ| X=x , one can determine the distribution µ| X=x in the same way as in (5), and henceforth the distribution of Π|X = x. Similarly for Π|Y = y.
Using Wolfram Mathematica,
4 The external information complexity with small error
In this section we discuss how much external information cost one can save by allowing small error, that is, we study the behaviour of IC
with respect to ǫ when ǫ > 0 is small. This is similar in spirit to [DFHL18] , where internal information complexity is studied.
The upper bound
Theorem 5. For every f : X × Y → Z, every distribution µ and 0 < ǫ < 1/2, we have
The proof below uses the same argument for [DFHL18, Theorem 3.5] where internal information complexity is concerned.
Proof. Without loss of generality assume that µ is a full-support distribution as otherwise we can approximate it by a sequence of full-support distributions and appeal to the continuity of IC ext ν (f, ǫ) with respect to ν. Consider a protocol π that performs [f, ǫ]. For every leaf ℓ of π, let z ℓ denote the output of the leaf, and µ ℓ denote the distribution of the inputs conditioned on the leaf ℓ. We will complete it into a protocol π ′ that performs [f, 0], as follows.
On input (X, Y ):
• Alice and Bob run the protocol π and reach a leaf ℓ;
• For every (x, y) ∈ Ω ℓ := {(x, y) : f (x, y) = z ℓ }, Alice and Bob verify whether XY = xy, as follows:
, Alice reveals whether X = x to Bob, and if yes, Bob reveals whether Y = y to Alice. If XY = xy, they terminate.
-If µ ℓ (x) > µ ℓ (y), Bob initiates the verification process.
Clearly, in the end, either both Alice and Bob already revealed their inputs to each other, or they know XY / ∈ Ω ℓ , and hence z ℓ is the correct output. Therefore π ′ computes [f, 0]. Next we analyze IC ext µ (π ′ ). Let π ℓ,xy denote the sub-protocol that starts with the distribution µ ℓ and verifies whether XY = xy. By an abuse of notation we denote by µ ℓ (x) the marginal of µ ℓ on x. In the case when Alice initiates the verification procedure, we have
by Lemma 1. We can obtain a similar bound for the case where Bob initiates the process, and hence
by the subadditivity of h as shown in Lemma 1. Using the monotonicity of h together with min{a, b} ≤ √ ab, we obtain that
holds for every leaf ℓ and (x, y) ∈ Ω ℓ . Let Π ℓ,xy denote the transcript of π ℓ,xy . Since π ℓ,xy is a deterministic protocol, we have H µ ℓ (Π ℓ,xy |XY ) = 0, and thus
Thus the sub-additivity of entropy implies that the information cost of running all the protocols π ℓ,xy (for all x, y ∈ Ω ℓ ) is bounded by the sum of their individual information cost. Let ℓ be a leaf of π sampled by running π on a random input. By (8),
where we used the concavity of h in the last step.
For the first summand, we have that for every (x, y),
where we used that by definition µ ℓ (xy) = Pr[(X, Y ) = (x, y) | π reaches ℓ], and the fact that the protocol π performs the task [f, ǫ].
For the second summand in (9), since µ ℓ is obtained by scaling rows and columns of µ, we have
Define (recall that we assumed µ is of full support)
and note that
by (10), and E ℓ b ℓ = 1, we can bound the second summand in (9) using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality by
Using (9), (10), (11), and the monotonicity of h, we have
Since π is arbitrary, the same upper bound must also hold for IC
The lower bound
One can easily save information cost at least of order Ω(ǫ).
Theorem 6. For every f : X × Y → Z and µ such that IC
Proof. Given an arbitrary δ > 0, there exists a protocol π that solves [f, 0] and has IC ext µ (π) ≤ IC ext µ (f, 0) + δ. Now consider a protocol π ′ that with probability 1 − ǫ it runs π, and it outputs randomly otherwise. Obviously π ′ solves [f, ǫ], and has information cost
Since δ is arbitrary, one must have IC
Perhaps surprisingly, unlike internal information complexity where this bound can be improved to Ω(h(ǫ)) (see [DFHL18, Theorem 3 .2]), the above bound in general can not be improved. Indeed, [DFHL18] shows that the bound in Theorem 6 is tight for XOR : {0, 1} × {0, 1} → {0, 1}, when the input is subject to a special distribution. However, since IC ext µ (π) = IC µ (π) when µ is a product distribution, the Ω(h(ǫ)) lower bound also holds for external information complexity in this case by [DFHL18, Theorem 3.2]. The proof for [DFHL18, Theorem 3.2] holds for general distributions and is quite involved. By exploring the assumption that µ is a product distribution, below we give a similar yet much simpler proof with explicit lower bound for this case .
Theorem 7. Let µ = µ 1 × µ 2 be a product distribution on X × Y, and suppose f :
Proof. Let π be a protocol that computes f correctly on all inputs. Define the protocol π ′ as in the following:
• On input XY :
• Alice and Bob flip an unbiased coin B.
• If B = 0 Alice privately with probability 1−ǫ sets X ′ = X, and with probability ǫ samples X ′ from (X , µ 1 ).
• If B = 1 Bob privately with probability 1 − ǫ sets Y ′ = Y , and with probability ǫ samples Y ′ from (Y, µ 2 ).
• They run π on X ′ Y or XY ′ depending on whether B = 0 or B = 1.
Obviously π ′ computes f (x, y) correctly with probability at least 1 − ǫ for every xy ∈ X × Y. Let π ′ 0 and π ′ 1 be the above protocol restricted to B = 0 and B = 1 respectively. Clearly
Denote the protocol for π by Π. Let us focus on IC
By the definition of X ′ , we have
Since X and X ′ have the same distribution, by Bayesian rule, we have
Now for a ∈ X and a fixed transcript t,
Denote the distribution of X| Π XY =t by ν t,X , and X| Π X ′ Y =t by ν ′ t,X , then the above formula says
By Lemma 3, recall that the distribution of X ′ Y is the same as XY , hence we have
Hence we get
Similarly, one has
where ν t,Y denotes the distribution of Y | Π XY =t . Let ν t be the distribution of XY | Π XY =t . Clearly ν t = ν t,X × ν t,Y . Since protocol π solves f correctly on every input, either suppν t ⊆ f −1 (0) or suppν t ⊆ f −1 (1). Hence µ(suppν t ) ≤ 1 − δ. As both µ and ν t are product distributions, we have µ(
By (12), (13), (14) and (15), we get the desired bound by applying the fact that ǫ log(1/ǫ) ≥ h(ǫ)/2 for all 0 < ǫ < 1/2.
The prior-free external information complexity
Theorem 2 (restated). For every f : X × Y → Z such that IC ext (f, 0) > 0, there exists a constant ǫ 0 > 0 that depends only on f , such that for any 0 < ǫ ≤ ǫ 0 , we have
Proof. Let ν be a maximizer of IC ext µ (f, 0) with respect to µ, then by Theorem 5,
This in particular implies IC ext (f, ǫ) is continuous with respect to ǫ. Let ǫ 0 > 0 be such that IC ext (f, ǫ) ≥ IC ext (f, 0)/2 whenever 0 < ǫ ≤ ǫ 0 . For any such ǫ, let ν be a maximizer of IC
By Theorem 6,
This proves (16). The upper bound in (17) can be proved in the same way as before. However, since the lower bound in Theorem 7 depends on µ, the same argument does not work. Indeed, if we let ν be a product distribution that maximizes IC .3] one shows that distributions that are almost maximizers satisfy certain uniform lower bound conditions, and then one can apply the prior-dependent result to get the prior-free result. It is not difficult to check that a similar argument works in the external case as well. We refer the interested reader to [DFHL18, Section 4.3] directly.
Discussion
The studies in [DFHL18] and the present paper show that the dependency of information cost on error in many cases is similar to the behaviour of binary entropy function. However, exceptional cases are also exhibited. Except related discussion and open problems made in [DFHL18] , below we discuss topics and open problems that concern the present work. The remaining case in Theorem 4 is: there is a connected component C of G µ such that f is constant on C and C does not contain an AND block. 1) where P is the set of product distributions. Regarding the amount of external information cost that can potentially be saved, Theorem 2 shows that maximization with all distributions, comparing to maximization with product distributions, might intrinsically behave differently. On the other hand, since the example in Proposition 3 relies on a special distribution, this prior-dependent phenomenon might disappear after one goes into the prior-free realm, i.e., IC ext (f, 0) − IC ext (f, ǫ) = Ω(h(ǫ))? It is also an interesting problem to generalize the results in [DFHL18] and in the present work to the multi-party setting. Studies in multi-party information complexity is rare. See [FHLY18] for an example on multi-party number-in-hand information complexity.
Let U (f ) denote the unbounded error communication complexity (firstly defined in [PS86] ), that is, the minimal communication cost of protocols with any error < 1/2, where players have private randomness. Theorem 1 might seem to be related to U (f ). However, we remark that it is in spirit closer to the randomized communication complexity R 1/2−ǫ (f ) than to U (f ), as ǫ is explicit as a parameter in our study. As an example to show the difference, [She11] shows U (DISJ n ) = Θ(log n), while R 1/2−ǫ (DISJ n ) ≥ IC ext (DISJ n , 1/2 − ǫ) = Θ(ǫn) as is shown in [BM13] . It is an interesting question to see whether our results on information complexity can be applied, or extended, to the study of R 1/2−ǫ (f ) for functions like DISJ n and other interesting functions such as inner product function.
